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After the URE, when Kren was just a baby, we were moved into the domes. These large
infrastructures are designed to contain and preserve as much moisture as possible. The domes
provide us with stable living conditions because of the planetary water shortage brought about
by the event. Everything has changed including the way in which people relate to one another
and human perception more generally. We don’t know who made it into a dome, how many
there are or who authorises the selection

I want Kren and all of our children to know this one day. I didn't think that I would be writing a
new chapter of history and here I am - our world has completely changed and for one thing, I
want to remember how this happened. The world I knew disappeared abruptly and it seems we
have forgotten some important things from it. More than ever, I feel it is our duty to explain who
we are and at which crossroads of history have we come to, Kren.

There are several domes across the city which seem to be connected by a network. Each dome
is part of a larger shared structure and we are told each is working towards finding a solution for
the crisis. Artificial intelligence controls the system, so in a way we are being controlled but it is
better described as a dependency. We are dependent on the humidity the domes provide along
with the preservation of moisture and smell. There is a heightened sense of unease and unrest
amongst the communities now with factions working to lead an organised departure.

There must be others living outside of the domes, and we are growing restless waiting to be
released. We are told the domes are an important stage of reestablishing life and livable
conditions after the URE but we don’t know if or when the ecosystem will be restored, or if our
bodies could exist off of the drugs and healthcare. The system is upheld by the people, who are
fully embedded within the ideological system dripfed to us through whisperings of those who
volunteer in repairs. A belief in science and technology has replaced and displaced human
instinct and our ability to relate. Gods and dieties have been made legal entities, and are driving
a new wave of litigation. I am growing more concerned for Kren as their condition grows more
obvious the older they get.

We have grown to trust in machines and science over human feelings and emotions

Is it only about basic survival? What about love?

We encounter a solipsist



(Like every other solipsist in this silent world) who has grown bored of existing in their own
private, reality entertainment show. They decide to communicate this problem through therapy.
In accordance with the phenomenological laws of this universe, the therapy session can only be
with themselves. They decide to enter the dream space to meet with their therapist: a virtual dog
version of themselves. As you can see, they relate their trevails to the virtual dog via
scent-based communication. The interaction is purely scatological.

***

The Solipsist and Therapist enter the dreamspace. They seem to each pick up a scent in the
ether and make eye contact.

Solipsist: [moves towards the Therapist in a friendly way, tentatively guiding their nostrils
towards its butthole]

Therapist: [reciprocates]

Solipsist visibly relaxes a bit. The Therapist looks up at them expectantly and then very
deliberately sits itself on the ground. The Solipsist mirrors its movement and sits on the ground,
legs crossed.

Therapist: [defacates on the ground between them, before sitting back and making eye contact
with the Solipsist once more]

Solipsist seems a little shocked. Readjusts themself.

Solipsist, a little self consciously: [defacates on the ground between them, moves close to the
turd and deeply inhales]

Therapist: [moves close to the Solipsist's dry turd and sniffs at it]

Solipsist: [watches with an inscrutable expression]

Therapist: [looks up at the Solipsist with a questioning expression]

Solipsist: [sighs and flings their turd away dismissively]

The Solipisist repositions themself; face cradled in their hand in a resigned way. Traces of dry
shit crumble on their face from this hand but they don't seem to notice.

Therapist: [watches the Solipsist empathetically, a lump building in its dry throat]

It knows this feeling all too well.



ANTI-GRID PRO-TESTERS:

Comrads,

the flatness of the world has led to the dissapearence of highs and lows, of what makes us
HUMAN.

You have become highly controllable, fed drugs that are numbing your individual agency. The
cyborgs you think are your friends are controlling your thoughts. The blockchain hive mind has
no space for individual thought or critical thinking. You are sleepwalking, you are forgetting what
it is to be human. Our highs and lows define our sense of humanity, without them we might as
well be emptiness and chaos. Where are our institutions? our hospitals? places of worship?
schools and clinics? our parliament? - these were spaces of transparency and communal
decision making. Now these decisions are made by faceless, sleeping masses.

The Gridders will have you believe their despotic regime is a technosocial utopia, that true
equality can be achieved by reducing you to a series of ones and zeros.

We are pro-humanity. Pro-individual. We believe in freedom of thought and democracy. We will
not be plugged into the matrix.

PRO-FLATNESS GRIDDERS:

Have you been feeling like there is something missing in your life? Do you want to feel like you
are a part of something bigger than yourself? Do you miss being connected? Want to plug in to
the blockchain?

JOIN US       JOIN THE GRID

All new recruits receive a welcome pack of our best class A drugs. Come free your mind with us.

Remember the world of class divides, plagued by depression, anxiety and existentialism, by war
and famine?

With the grid, our minds are no longer tethered to old fashioned ideas and limitations.

There is no dryness without wetness.

We are one, we welcome all, we know no borders.

The Anti-Grid Movement would have you believe that we need guidance, leaders, instituions.
What have they ever done for us? We believe in an online world community where gender,



biology and coding do not matter as they no longer exist in the public domain. All of us make
decisions together, cyborg, human, divine entity are interconnected and function in symbiosis.

“Hope came through fear, What you

believe in imprisons you”

The history of these words is short, they came from a rupture of what some may call a social
evolution or a magnetic embrace into the other. The other in this case holds a certain
ambitopian nature. When it first occurred people were confused they couldn’t understand their
own minds, they had to give up their control, becoming fluid was not only a privilege but also a
survival mechanic. Soon people started dying, the dark triangle personality-types began to
become extinct and the radical empathy units started to be known as the fierce survivors. They
created new forms of governance I was only a baby then, it started with their languages of the
mind, they set about creating decentralized telepathy on-chain ledgers, equipping their mental
threads with quadratic voting and trustless networks. The personal was always the political in
their new social units they began to understand they held their fate and their lives could only be
hustled by themselves, this lead quickly to the abolishment of outsourced poltical paradims. The
first big humancentric break however came around five years later, just as the second
generation was speaking a universal telepathy, mixed with slang but with translocal coperation.
It was summer, the hottest yet... achingly hot, people say the weather contributed to people
tripping out, mind melting, it first happened in the centre of the world, people started picking up
mental links to non-sentient modules.This came through as first understanding the body in a
state of bornless energy exchange and translation, after some years it lead to desire and
function become malleable and frenzied - mergers of ancestral planes and present participation
began to become unclear, the world became mono-as multiple in only two decades.

I will tell you one of the early exercises from the emerging culti-indivi, it's how they learnt to talk,
I say talk but I mean mentally and enegetically exchange...

Exercise one taken from 03*92 Access

Complete this action as soon as you wake-up, do this every morning to increase accessabilty to
telepathic transmissions at a rate of 67%



Note to user: Do not aim to undo oneself to fast, the removal of heritage shakes the body not
mutates the mind.

Now begin...

The interface between conceivable entities blurs upon zoom. Radical empathy is expressed
through non-hierarchical connection to each blurred border. Let them form into each other and
feel how the synaptic movements from one celle expressing itself bleeps across all other celles
simultenously. Through this mutual respect and understanding, in which there is no cognitive
demarcation between and what is not you, you create synergy, organism and work towards
shared harmonic survival. Check out that space behind your eyelid -the mind, body, spirit stack.

Consider it for a bit and zoom into the form that it takes.

Further in than where you might imagine it would hurt to look and feel the vibrations of each
amorphous blob.

Consider it a receptor for everyone.

Your dimension will grow each morning, as the sun comes up, your tele-retina will sprawl.

Note for body: Keep your hands open, palms facing up. Let your hands magnitise a ladder from
the palm out and climb up. While ascending, ask the question that really concern you. Is there
direction or intention at gaze?

Find a mirror. There is vibration in your own image, and the blueprint of the other.

Close your eyes.

Reach to other entities close to you and far from you.

With your internal eyes on your palm, hum hum hum mmmmmmmm

Until you disappear in the humming of all voices.

All silences.

All vibrations.

All energies.

 

      


